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SuperCheats.com’s Unoffical Guide to

New Super Mario Bros

by Swaggers
Here is our complete video guide to getting all the big star coins on New Super Mario Bros Wii. Swaggers takes you through each individual level showing you exactly how to get each and every big star coin. Along the way check out his handy hints and tips for beating all the bosses, obtaining extra lives, finding all the secret exits, and general tricks to help you complete this game.
Star Coins: World 1-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level is your typical Mario Brothers above ground level and you can freely move about the level forwards and backwards as needed. The Powerups on Word 1-1 are based on the Propeller. The Propeller will be your go to Powerup for most of the game and 1-1 is a quick level to come back to if you need a Propeller.

**Star Coin #1** - Immediately past the Midway Flag will be a small hill that you can butt slide down to get 2 Goombas. At the bottom is a ? block, surrounded by 2 standard bricks, that will contain the first Propeller powerup. Grab this and then spin jump up to the visible Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Continue on the level ignoring the platform at the top of the level. Instead run along the bottom, past 2 small island sections with 3 bricks and 3 coins each, and then up a small hill to get to a rotating circle piece. This contains a warp pipe that we want to go down. If you have the Propeller suit you can just spin up there, if you don’t you can wall jump. Wall jumping is jumping against a wall, then while holding towards the wall, hitting the jump button again to burst off the wall towards the opposite side. It can take some getting used to and this is a safe area to work on it. Don’t miss the 1-UP as you come out of the pipe in the lone brick in this hidden exit.

**Star Coin #3** - Immediately on exiting from the last Star Coin you go up a small hill with 2 little fences at the top. Propel yourself up to the top of the level onto a small ledge with a Koopa. The Star Coin is right there on the next ledge to the right in the open.
Star Coins: World 1-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 1-2 is also home to an easy 1UP loop that I will point out. It can easily net you 5 Marios in a short period of time. This is an underground level.

**Star Coin #1** - As soon as you go down the starting pipe the Star Coin is just ahead. Wait for the rocking rock formation to be at it’s peak to jump up and get the Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - You will come to the first Mario controlled girder in the game. You use the Wii Remote to rotate it on it’s axis. Use this girder to get into the green pipe. There will be a sign below this girder pointing up. Once inside pop the 4 invisible bricks (2 to each side) and then pop the center brick to reveal a P-button. Hit The P-button to turn coins to bricks, and bricks to coins. Watch out for the lone Goomba. Then jump your way to the top to get the Star Coin.

**1-UP Loop** - Immediately on exiting the Star Coin you’ll see a brick structure that only has a 1 brick high enterance and 4 coins in the middle. You need to run, slide under the entrance and then ground pound the bottom wall out. If you are small at this point the Midway Flag, with it’s auto large Mario, is just up the level a bit. Grab it and comeback. Now that you have broken through the lower area hit the far right brick to release a Star. Now just blaze through the level killing everything and if you get all the Goombas, Koopas, and Piranha Plants on the way you’ll get 5 Lives. You can exit the level and comeback and do it as often as you like.

**Star Coin #3** - You’ll come to section with 2 Piranha Plants on each side and a big brick structure blocking a pipe. You can see the Star Coin below. Ground pound the bricks and enter the green pipe. In the lower section grab the POW block and throw it to release the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 1-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This guide will also show you the secret alternate exit that takes you to the Warp Cannon for World 5. Your first use of Yoshi is in this level and he’s located in the middle of a triple ?-block just after the first Hammer Bro.

**Star Coin #1** - Is in plain view right after you get Yoshi from the middle of the triple ?-block after the Hammer Bro. Use Yoshi’s flutter jump by holding down the jump button. Yoshi will jump and then, jump a little bit more on his own. Easy Star Coin. You can also just Propeller Mario up there if you still have the Propeller Suit.

**Star Coin #2** - Right after the Midway Flag Mario will come to a tight series of 3 pipes, then 2 pipes. There is a hidden area if you go into the side of the hill from on top of the 3rd pipe in the first series. This will actually get you into the first of the second group of pipes under the hill. Then do another Yoshi flutter jump to get the second Star Coin.

**Warp Cannon to World 5** - Mario will immediately come to a yellow pipe with a Piranha Plant and a group of 3 square hills. Above these hills you’ll notice a small outcropping on the top of the world. Jump up there. This is a hidden area with a lot of coins. But to get to the Warp Cannon we want to stay right at this first lip. Yoshi jump up and above the screen and then you need to jump off Yoshi with a flip of the Remote at the top of the jump to get above the level on the right. Follow this all the way to the right to enter a hidden pipe and find the secret exit.

**Star Coin #3** - Just past this hidden area with the coins in a Star Coin in plain view. Wait for the Piranha Plant to go back into the tube and then use the red pipe as a jumping block to get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 1-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii and also tells you the perfect strategy for defeating Larry Koopa. Coming into this world with a Propeller Suit from 1-1 or the Red Mushroom House is going to make it a LOT easier.

Star Coin #1 - As you work your way up the level Mario will come to the first area where large stone move in and out of the side of the level. Once above this Mario will reach the second platform that is swinging on chains. Ride the platform to the left side of the screen and jump into the area with the Star Coin. If you miss it can go back down the right side and try again.

Star Coin #2 - The very next section will have 3 moving platforms. You need to jump off to the right where the Skeleton Koopa is. Then wall jump or propeller yourself into a hidden area in the ceiling. This contains the second Star Coin. If you miss this there is no way back down and you’ll have to do the level again.

Star Coin #3 - Right after the Midway Flag you’ll have a random powerup box. Above this is yet another swinging platform. This time we need to go to the right again and either Propeller up or wall jump up to a second swinging platform. The Star Coin is in here.

Boss: Larry Koopa - There is a powerup to the left of the enterance if you need it. Larry Koopa is going to do a basic straight line magic attack followed by a high leap. You just need to land on his head. Once you do he will go into shell mode and bounce back and forth on the floor 3 times. Then it’s back to his same attack pattern. Hit him 3 times to defeat him.
Star Coins: World 1-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. World 1-4 is the first water level and we'll give you some basic hints and tips to remember as you go through. Ice Mario will make this level a lot easier and is needed to get some of the Star Coins.

**Hidden Red Loop** - Mario will swim past a small island with 2 red pipes coming out the bottom, then a T island, and then a large mass island. Freeze any of the many, many, many fish that are below you and use the icicle fish to get onto the T island. The Red Loop is on the T island. The coins are all in the water so watch out for the many, many, many fish.

**Star Coin #1** - The first coin is just above a red pipe right after the Midway Flag. Freeze the red fish up with the Coin to make it easier to get.

**Star Coin #2** - As you leave Star Coin #1 you'll pass a Clam with 2 coins inside and immediately come to a Sea Urchin above a ?-block and normal brick. We want to freeze the Sea Urchin as it’s leftmost point and use it to jump to the right island mass above the water. Mario will swim past a small island with 2 red pipes coming out the bottom, then a T island, and then a large mass island. You want to get on this large mass island. Walk to the right and drop down onto the second Star Coin. Alternately, but much harder, you can freeze a fish under the Star Coin and ride the fish up to the Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - As soon as you venture further from Star Coin #2 you will see the final Coin. Because of the water pressure flowing from the pipes this is not an easy coin to get. You need to Ice the Sea Urchin while it is over the pipe. This will cause the Sea Urchin to rise to the top and break. After a Sea Urchin breaks it free falls. Wait for it to fall over the pipe stopping the flow of bubbles and then swoop in to get the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 1-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. World 1-5 is in the clouds and to help you get the first Star Coin I recommend you enter this world at least as Mushroom sized Mario.

**Star Coin #1** - You’re going to want to start this level at least as mushroom sized Mario to make this first coin easier. Right away you will come to a section of 3 sets of bricks on separate loops. The one ?-block will be a Propeller Suit so grab then. Then right any of these loops to the top of the screen to find a platform. Slide jump under the leftmost of the 2 ?-blocks on this platform to reveal a Vine. Now climb the vine to get to the secret area. Up in the secret area you can either ride one of the 2 sets of ?-blocks to the top and fall through the Star Coin or Propel yourself up to it.

**Star Coin #2** - Right after you get out of the pipe from the secret area you are going to jump onto a large rotating green cube. Next you will come to a lone Koopa on a small platform. Grab his shell and jump to the next large green cube to the right. Now as it start to dip to the right drop the shell on the Star Coin. Alternately you can butt slide down the cube into the Coin and then jump to safety OR you can free fall into the Coin and then Propel yourself to safety. Lots of options with this one.

**Star Coin #3** - Mario will come to a series of small red rotating cubes. The final Star Coin is above the second flying Koopa. If you have the Propeller suit then simply fly up there and get the coin. If you don’t you can use the Koopa as a jumping off point. Simply wait for the Koopa to be at his highest point and then jump off him to the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 1-6

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-6 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is in plain site about a small fast rotating circle of land. Use the flying Koopas as a boost to get it.

**Secret Powerup** - Immediately after the first Star Coin will be 3 bricks. Hitting the center one with release a Vine. Climb the Vine to get to a random powerup block.

**Star Coin #2** - The Secret powerup exit will land you right next to the second Star Coin. Simply jump over to the small platform its on. If you are trying to get this from below use the flying Koopas to get Mario enough height to reach the platform.

**Star Coin #3** - When you hit the Midway Flag you should notice the telltale indentation of a hidden area below you. Use the momentum of the rotating circle to land yourself in this hidden area. Take the pipe down to the secret area. This area is a FAST moving rock circle mass with Goombas constantly falling from the pipes on the right. Work your way to the left platform to get the Star Coin and then exit the area FAST to keep from getting damaged.
Star Coins: World 1-Castle

This is our Star Coin guide for World 1-Castle in New Super Mario Brothers Wii and tells you our strategy for defeating Larry Koopa.

**Star Coin #1** - Work your way through the spinning gears until you see the first Star Coin. Use the tall spokes on the gear to launch yourself into the first Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Just past the Midway Flag you will see the second Star Coin covered in blocks. You need to let the spiked block fall from the ceiling to break apart the blocks. Then let him rise before jumping in and getting the Star Coin. You have plenty of time to make it out right away but you are so safe from the falling block if you’re worried about your timing.

**1UP** - Right after Star Coin #2 there are 2 large blocks flanking a stone structure with 15 coins inside. Jump to the top of this structure and the 1UP is hidden in the middle on the 2 coins.

**Star Coin #3** - You are going to travel through some more spinning gears until you get to a large gear the size of the entire screen. There will be a green pipe in the bottom right of the screen. You need to ride the gear down below the red platform and then jump onto the pipe before getting killed by the lava. In this secret room hit the P-switch and then run across the new bricks to wall jump up to the Star Coin. Don’t push your luck if you miss the jump the first time as the P-button will reappear to give you another chance.

**Boss: Larry Koopa** - There is a hidden powerup between the 2 standard bricks right before the door to Larry. Larry will fight you the same way. Throwing magic directly at you and jumping high. The change is that the floor is going to rise and lower in sections. I find this actually makes it easier on you as when Larry is in shell form he gets trapped in the low sections making it easy for you to be ready to pounce as soon as he is back in Larry form. 3 hits is the magic number to end this battle and finish World 1.
Star Coins: World 2-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level introduces the sand spouts. As long as the sand is flowing it is safe to stand on and will push you to the top of the sand. Watch for the small puff of sand at the bottom of the screen to show then a new spout is about to explode.

**Star Coin #1** - Pretty quick into the level you’ll see the first Star Coin hanging out above a sand explosion. Just wait for the sand to start flowing and ride it up to the Star Coin and then jump to the platform for safety.

**1UP** - The very next area has a sand explosion between a Koopa and a normal brick. Grab the Koopa shell and wait for the sand to be at it’s peak. Then throw the shell at the brick to release the 1UP!

**Star Coin #2** - After the Midway Flag you’ll come to a Piranha Plant over a Star Coin. Jump over the Piranha Plant to the sand then walk off the left side to drop down to get the Star Coin. Wait for the sand to start back up to get out of the area.

**Star Coin #3** - You are going to come to a series of 3 spouts of sand with a flying Koopa overhead. You’ll see the Star Coin down and to the right. You need to drop the Koopa on one of the sand sprouts to grab his shell. Then from the sand spout closest to the Coin throw the shell off the right side into the Coin. If you miss or you drop the Koopa into the abyss instead of the sand you can progress forward and then come back to see the Koopa re-spawned. If you are having a lot of trouble with this one you can bring a Propeller Suit into the level and make it all the way here and then jump and hit the coin and immediately propel yourself out of danger to one of the sand spouts. Good luck either way.
Star Coins: World 2-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This will be the first time you encounter the guys who pull spiked balls from their mouths and throw them at you. You need to avoid the balls but you can kill the enemy by landing on their head. Just be careful that they are not already in the act of getting another ball.

**1UP** - Mario will come to a large elevator that contains a TON of Koopas. If you start one of their shells moving and avoid getting hit for the entire ridge the last Koopa at the top with reward you with a 1UP. Then follow the shell to the left where it will hit a brick to give Mario a powerup.

**Star Coin #1** - Right after the large Koopa elevator and immediately before the Midway Flag is a sand pit. Jump in and ride it a LONG way down to a secret area. Hit the P-switch and then rock up the blue coins on the way down. You can wall jump a couple times to maximize coinage. Enter the green pipe at the bottom. In this second secret room hit the ?-switch to spawn some platforms. Work your way up the platform being careful of the spiked balls and grab the Star Coin. Then exit via the green pipe launcher.

**Star Coin #2** - Mario will soon see a rising and lowering sand platform with 3 brick to it's left along with an enemy. There are also some barrels to the left on a platform. Hit the leftmost brick to reveal a Vine. Ride the moving platform getting yourself a TON of coins until you get to a POW block. Grab it and hold onto it until platform in under the Star Coin. Then toss it to bring the Star Coin down on your platform where you can get it.

**Star Coin #3** - Mini Mario time. From where you drop from above head LEFT past the spiked ball guy to a series of moving platforms. You need to head left into the Green pipe. Grab the Mini Mario Mushroom from this secret area in the ?-block and then head back to the surface. You need to head RIGHT now to the second set of moving platforms. There will be a small green pipe with 2 barrels in front if it. Throw these barrels and enter the pipe. Run along the water, then wall jump up to the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 2-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This is the first Dark level. There are light sources directly around Mario and certain elements but most of the level is pitch dark. Be careful.

Random Powerup - You will pass by 3 Fire Piranha Plants and then there will be a step area with 2 pipes. Go down the first pipe to enter a secret area with a random powerup block.

Star Coin #1 - Head through the level until you pass 2 pyramids built with large yellow blocks. The 3rd pyramid with have a Star Coin on the bottom level. This 3rd pyramid is directly after a stone area you have to jump over that has a Mini Mario path through it’s base.

Star Coin #2 - After the Midway Flag you’ll come to a Fire Bros. Kill him and then head back LEFT along the bottom of the level to reach the second Star Coin.

Star Coin #3 - You come to 2 GIANT Piranha Plants. There will be a small rising and lowering platform that you can jump on. Get on the platform and then jump to the right section with the Piranha Plants on the ceiling. Take this to the right to a hidden area with the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 2-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii and covers our strategy for beating Roy Koopa.

Secret Room - After passing the first two fake doors you will come to a skeleton Koopa below 2 ?-blocks. The left most is a powerup. Just to the left of these 2 ?-blocks in a platform and then wall to it’s left is fake. Head in there for a random powerup.

Star Coin #1 - As you climb you’ll see the first Star Coin on the left side. You need to climb up the right side and then switch to the left. Use the gates to climb down and get the Star Coin. Don’t worry if you fall, you can climb right back up.

Star Coin #2 - Right at the Midway Flag lead to the left and the bottom right section is a hidden area with the second Star Coin.

Star Coin #3 - Mario will come to a stepped area with 3 skeleton Koopas. The star coin is above this to the left on a grate that has spikes at the top. Watch the spikes and grab the Coin.

Boss: Roy Koopa - Roy ground pounds. This will stun you if you get caught by it so jump as Roy comes down. Preferably on top of his head. Same as always, 3 hits and he’s done.
Star Coins: World 2-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level has extreme wind conditions that will will push you to the left. You can use this to your advantage to make some pretty big jumps and you’ll need to use it to reach some of the coins and also to get to the secret exit. You will also need the Propeller Suit for the secret exit and 2 of the Star Coins.

**Star Coin #1** - You’ll come to a green pipe followed by 2 Koopas pretty quick. Click the rope ladder here and then jump up to the top of the left section. There is a hidden vine at the top middle with 2 hidden coins brick flanking it. The vine is above the highest single brick. There are a TON of hidden coin brick here which will force you on a path to climb the vines to get to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - After the Midway Flag there is a green pipe directly below a sign pointing the left. Jump down here when the wind dies down. You need to be Propeller Suit Mario for this coin! Jump down and as soon as you hit the coin activate the Propeller to push you back up the other side.

**Star Coin #3** - You’ll come out of this area in a red pipe and there with be a sign point up and to the right. Ignore the signs advice and head down the hill carefully and to the small platform. When the wind picks up, jump with the wind and then Propel at the last second to hit the Star Coin and fly up to safety.

**Secret Exit** - Just past this you will come to a floating section with a sign on it pointing to the right and a hard top enemy. Wait on the far right edge until the wind picks up and then jump propel Mario into the high right wall. Wall jump and the wind will push you over the top into the secret area. Take the pipe out to get to the secret exit. This leads to a Pipe that will warp you right to World 2-Castle!
Star Coins: World 2-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level includes the tall cactus creatures and has Yoshi!

**Star Coin #1** - After passing the first group of cactus creatures use Yoshi to eat Lakita and steal his cloud. You can use Yoshi to flutter jump up to get him from the palm tree. Then ride the cloud up to the background cloud in the sky to reveal the first Star Coin. It’s just up and to the left of the palm tree.

**Star Coin #2** - Mario will come to a section where a Piranha Plant is down and between sets of Yellow blocks. Have Yoshi eat one of the spiked enemies and then spit it out at the Piranha Plant and then enter this area and use the Yellow blocks to go to the right of the plant. A group of 3 coins will appears to show you where to drop down. The coin is hidden in the dark in the middle top section of the area. Kill or dodge the Fire Piranhas to get it.

**Star Coin #3** - You’ll come to a GIANT Piranha Plant with a series of 3 brick platforms to it’s right. Climb to the top platform and kill Lakuta to get his cloud. Now ride it fast to the top right of your screen to get the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 2-6

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-6 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level contains an alternate exit that will take you to a Warp Cannon to get to World 5. Getting and maintaining a Propeller Suit will make this level a lot easier.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is directly on the path of the pink rotation cube. Simply spin jump up there to get it.

**Star Coin #2** - Mario will quickly come to a section of 4 sets of 4 blocks swaying back and forth. There is a green pipe at the top of this section. If you lost your Propeller Suit you can use the Propeller Blocks to reach the Star Coin at the top of the screen.

**Star Coin #3** - After the Midway Flag you will ride another pink rotating cube. The Star Coin is out in the open for Mario to grab with his Propeller Suit.

**Secret Exit** - This one can be tough and requires a Propeller Suit. At the end of the level is a hidden pipe at the top of the screen. Jump and propel spin your way just left of the edge of the pick cube to see where it is. It might take a few tries to get the timing down to be directly underneath it. Then finish the level and you've unlocked a Warp Cannon to World 5.
Star Coins: World 2-Castle

This is our Star Coin guide for World 2-Castle in New Super Mario Brothers Wii and covers our strategy for beating Roy Koopa.

Star Coin #1 - If you have a Propeller Suit and are super quick you can grab this one right off the start by jumping up and left. Otherwise pick the middle path to get to the this coin. Then pick the top section to move on.

Star Coin #2 - You need to be big to bust out the bricks. Then wall jump to the Star Coin. If you miss it pick the top of middle section to loop back. Pick the bottom section when you are ready to move on.

Star Coin #3 - Hit the P-switch to activate the bricks so you can get the final Star Coin at the bottom of the map. The hurry to the right to go through the coins in the middle before they turn back into bricks.

Boss: Roy Koopa - There is a powerup in the right brick before entering the final battle. Roy now hides in the pipes from the ceiling and drops down to ground pound. Jump as he drops and land on his head, You guessed it, 3 times.
Star Coins: World 3-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. Penguin TIME! The Penguin suit has the Ice shooting ability along with excellent traction on the ice. You can also slide along the ice with the Pengiun Suit.

**Star Coin #1** - Right after 2 Piranha Plants in pipes you’ll see the Star Coin protected by some blocks. Run at it from the left and then hold down to go into slide mode as the Penguin and you’ll bust right through the blocks, grab the Star Coin, and be out the other side.

**Star Coin #2** - Right below the Midway Flag is the next coin. You can make the jump over to the coin and on top of the pipe as Normal Mario but it’s alot easier to Ice the Piranha Plant as it exits the pipe and use him as platform to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - After doing all the jumps you’ll come to a pipe that is blocked off by a brick. Slide in as the Penguin and go down the green pipe. You need to freeze a sliding penguin and ride him to the Star Coin. Make sure to duck to get under the small area and jump at the right time to avoid falling to your death.
Star Coins: World 3-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level introduces Bullet Bill back to the Mario World.

**Star Coin #1** - The first is in plain site about a Koopa and between some Bullet Bills on either side. Use the Koopa or the Bullets to get a little extra boost up to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Just past the halfway point you’ll come to section with Bullet Bills lining both sides of a valley. There is a green pipe in the bottom middle you want to get to. If you have mad jump skills you can chain all of these Bullet’s into 1UPs. The easiest way to get this Star Coin is to chain jump the first 2 Bullet Bills and then Wall Jump to the Star Coin. It might take you some time but you can do it as small Mario just fine.

**Star Coin #3** - As you come out you’ll be right by a rising and lowering platform with an Ice Bro on it. Kill him to get to the top ledge. You’ll see the Star Coin to the right. If you can’t make this jump you’ll need to head to the lead and lead a Bullet Bill all the way back here and use it as a stepping stone to get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 3-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This is an underground level that has a lot of floating ice chunks for you to stand on. The water is not instant death. It’s standard Mario water.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Coin is hidden in an Ice T near the start of the level. To right right will be a Green pipe dropping Goombas. Just into the water and the Star Coin is under the T. Then use the ice flows to get back up top.

**Star Coin #2** - Once past the Midway Flag you’ll come to a Coin Star above an Ice Bro. Kill the Ice Bro and use the ?-blocks to make the jump to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - After going up the next pipe you’ll see a barrel in the bottom left. Grab this and take it all the way to the right. If you lose it, it will respawn. At the end of the level you’ll see the final coin. Simply throw the barrel in the Star Coin to get it.
**Star Coins: World 3-Ghost**

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-Ghost in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. As with all the Ghost Houses in New Super Mario Bros this one has a secret exit! The secret exit takes you to a Warp Cannon to World 6.

**Star Coin #1** - The first coin is right at the start to your left in a false wall hidden area.

**Star Coin #2** - In the second section of rope climbing the Star Coin is in a false wall along the left side. Just over there at the top and slide down into the hidden area.

**Secret Exit** - As you shimmy across the rope at the top of the level you’ll pass by a platform and then there will be a floating platform. The secret door is below this floating platform. Allow it to move and drop down at its middle point.

**Star Coin #3** - This Star Coin is on the way to the Secret Exit. While riding the falling floor keep to the right side. After the first fast fall head into the right wall into a hidden area to get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 3-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This guide also covers the Boss battle with Lemmy Koopa.

**Star Coin #1** - On top of the second rotating U section jump off to the right to enter a hidden door. In this room wall jump up the right side and then drop through the middle to get the Star Coin and miss the ball and chain.

**Star Coin #2** - Past the Midway Flag right the elevator all the way up making sure NOT to POW block the spiked balls. If you manage to keep them alive and yourself they will destroy some block at the top allowing Mario access to the Star Coin. And also a 1UP on the opposite side.

**Star Coin #3** - The final Star Coin is to the right of the top of the second Z spinner. Wall jump into the area to get the Star Coin.

**Boss: Lemmy Koopa** - Lemmy rides on a bouncy ball. Use the balls he throws at you to bounce higher then Lemmy to hit him on the head.... wait for it.... 3 times.
Star Coins: World 3-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. These next two levels are a little different as you need to take the Secret Exit first to get to 3-5, so that you can finish 3-5 and open up the Red Block House. Once you have activated the Red Block House you can come back to 3-4 to do the actual exit and head to 3-Castle.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is out in the open above a Fire Bro. Simply kill the Fire Bro to get the Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Mario will come to a series of ice jumps. You’ll get to a U shaped one with a Koopa on it and a flying Koopa just to the right of that one. The Star Coin is hidden in the big ice block to the right of that. Use the big ice flow to go under the block and jump up into the Star Coin. This is RIGHT before the Midway Flag.

**Actual Exit** - Is the Red pipe you pass after the Midway Flag. Once the Red Blocks are active you can walk into the side pipe to finish the level and head on to the Castle.

**Star Coin #3** - You’ll pass by the actual exit and jump over a series of ice flows to see the final Star Coin. Just jump down and get it. Easy.
Star Coins: World 3-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. You need to finish this level through it’s secret exit to get to the Red Block House to activate the Red Blocks in 3-4 to get to the actual exit and head to the Castle.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is right out in the open on the right as you head up the pink rotating cube just above the first Fire Piranha.

**Secret Exit** - At the top of the first section you can enter the red pipe once the Red Block House has been activated.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Coin is during the red pipe exit. It is located on a blue platform with ice blocks on it on the right side of the screen. Right out in the open.

**Star Coin #3** - The final coin is just past the second on the left side between 4 flying Koopas.
Star Coins: World 3-Castle

This is our Star Coin guide for World 3-Castle in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This guide also covers the Boss battle with Lemmy Koopa.

**Star Coin #1** - As you’re riding the first moving platform you’ll come to a section with Lemmy bouncing balls in it. You need to bounce off one of these balls to get to the upper area and get the Star Coin. Don’t waste too much time as the platform moves on with or without you.

**Star Coin #2** - As drop out of the next pipe you’ll see the Star Coin. You need to use the explosive power of the Bo-ombs to blow up the ice to get to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - As Mario rides the second moving platform just past the Midway Flag you’ll come to the final Star Coin on some of the drop platforms. Just grab the Star Coin and keep jumping until the platform gets back under you.

**Boss: Lemmy Koopa** - This time Lemmy’s ball gets bigger. So you just have to make sure you are getting good height off the bouncy balls so that you assure yourself Mario will land on Lemmy’s head. Do this 4 times. No, I’m kidding, do it 3 times.
Star Coins: World 4-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. Another water level. Yeah!

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin shows up right away. Make sure you are Penguin or Ice Mario and then hit the Piranha Plant at the bottom of the water. It will rise up so that you can jump off of it to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Just past the Midway Flag you’ll see the Star Coin above a Sea Urchin. Freeze the Urchin to use it as a platform. Then jump to the left side to find a hidden area with a random powerup.

**Secret Area** - You’ll come to a Giant Sea Urchin flanked on both sides by small sea urchins. There is a pipe below him but it’s got bubbles coming out. Freeze the right side sea urchin and then let him reach the surface and pop. This will make the sea urchin fall to the floor of the level and block the bubbles. Head inside. There are 3 1UPs in clams. There are also 2 of those annoying blue fish that follow you. Don't get killed trying to get a 1UP.

**Star Coin #3** - The last Star Coin is right in front of you on the upper right above the exit pipe.
Star Coins: World 4-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This is a above the water level with the fish constantly jumping up trying to kill Mario.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is in plain site on top of a barrel. Make a quick jump down to get it and a quick jump out to avoid all the jumping fishies.

**Star Coin #2** - The Second Star Coin is right below one of the new shimmy, hanging ledges. Just jump to it from the left side.

**Star Coin #3** - Final coin is also out in the open. Drop along the ledge and then jump up to get it. Then continue to shimmy to the right to safety.
Star Coins: World 4-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

Star Coin #1 - First Star Coin is right out in the open above a ?-block. Just jump off the block to get it. Easy.

Star Coin #2 - You get a Star from the right side block of a 3 block series above a round mound of land. A Koopa is on top of the 3 blocks. Once you have the Star run as fast as you can to the right and you’ll come to a Star Coin over a Giant Sea Urchin. With Star power still active hit the Giant Sea Urchin to kill it so you can get the Star Coin.

Star Coin #3 - Now above that Giant Sea Urchin are 3 blocks. Hit the center one to get a Mini Mario. This is all just to the left of the Midway Flag. Run as Mini Mario to your right over the 2 crabs on the stepped area to the next little area with a Sea Urchin in it. You’ll all see the small pipe here. Run as Mini Mario into the pipe. Swim and get the Star Coin and then exit through the other pipe.
Star Coins: World 4-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This will show you how to defeat Wendy Koopa and also the secret exit to Warp Cannon World 6.

**Star Coin #1** - Right away in the second area the first Star Coin is in the upper middle. Just jump off the moving blocks to easily get it.

**Star Coin #2** - Still in this second area right below the Midway Flag is a series of 6 treadmill platforms. There is a hidden area with the Star Coin in the upper right directly below the Midway Flag.

**Secret Exit** - In the section with the tall series of treadmills that drop big blocks down like Tetris you will see the Star Coin. The Secret Exit is right on the bottom. Push left and then wait for the first two blocks to fall. Then run over them to a hidden pipe. This takes you to World 6.

**Star Coin #3** - In the section with the tall series of treadmills that drop big blocks down like Tetris you will see the Star Coin. Simply work your way up the blocks and then grab the Star Coin before the last brick falls and covers it.

Boss: Wendy Koopa - Wendy is pretty basic Koopa. Her magic attack will bounce around the room so keep on her so you don't have 20 magic balls trying to take you out. After three hits your on to the next level.
Star Coins: World 4-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. WATER LEVEL. This one has the stupid hiding squid who like to fly out at you at a bajillion miles an hour so watch out for them.

Secret Area - After the Midway Flag you’ll come to a yellow pipe that has bubbles coming out both sides and 3 bricks above it. Head down this yellow pipe. This area has a GIANT fish that will hunt you down and eat you. If you can get to the ?-blocks the left is a powerup and the right is a Star. Get the Star, hit the fish, and he’ll explode into 3 1UPs.

Star Coin #1 - You’ll come to 2 red pipes with Squids in them and a P-Switch on the ceiling. Hit the P-Switch to turn off the bubbles on the yellow pipe to the right which will allow you to enter it. Double powerup guarantees you a Penguin Suit. Ice the fish and use him as a platform for the Star Coin.

Star Coin #2 - The second Star Coin is in the wide open at the bottom of the screen near a series of multi-colored pipes. Just float down there and get it.

Star Coin #3 - The final Star Coin is hidden right below the exit. Simply swim into the bottom section of rock outcropping to the left of the sign to get the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 4-Ghost

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-Ghost in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. Since this is a Ghost House we know it’s going to have a secret exit also. So we’ll let you know how to get there too.

**Star Coin #1** - There is a Star just to the left in a hidden area. The first Star Coin is below the sixth box. Just ride it down to the the Star Coin.

**Secret Exit** - The door to the exit is below the box that has a ?-block on top of it and also a small non-boxed gap before it. This secret exit takes you directly to 4-Castle.

**Star Coin #2** - At the end of the section with all the rats on the stairs run past the door into a hidden are and in that area is the next Star Coin along with the actual exit door.

**Star Coin #3** - This Star Coin is on the secret exit path. It’s high in the center in plain site. Just ride the box to its highest point to reach it.
Star Coins: World 4-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

Star Coin #1 - Right away Lakuta will come out. You want to get Yoshi from the right ?-block on the two that are side by side. Then hop up to one of the palm tree and use Yoshi to eat Lakuta. Then you can jump into his cloud and right it up to the first Star Coin that is just to the right past the first grove of pine trees.

Star Coin #2 - You will immediately come to 3 platforms that change in size. Another Lakuta will appear and there will be a pipe with a Piranha Plant in it to the right. Take over this Lakuta’s cloud and head high and to the right to get a Star Coin.

Star Coin #3 - From the Midway Flag you’ll see a cloud box that will call a Lakuta. Don’t need to use it because one will be coming anyway. Continue up the hill and now get the cloud a third time and float to the right. At the top of the hill is a palm tree and above the palm tree is a pipe that will take us to the third Star Coin. Grab all the fruit to either get a powerup or a 1UP. Then hit one of the cloud boxes to call a Lakuta. Grab his cloud and float up to the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 4-Castle

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-Castle in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. We will also run you through the Wendy Koopa boss battle.

Star Coin #1 - You need to rotate yourself to the back side of the level via the flip switch. Then the second grate that goes through a middle metal block you can see the first Star Coin. You need to come at it from the right side.

Star Coin #2 - The second Star Coin is visible at the bottom of the level. Just wait until the two giant spikes retreat and jump down and grab it and get out.

Star Coin #3 - In the last area with a giant super long spike running along the bottom of the screen. At the end before entering the boss door head into the pipe.

Boss: Wendy Koopa - Kamek adds water to the battle. It fills the level and just dodge the magic until the water subsides and then hit Wendy as normal.
Star Coins: World 4-Airship

This is our Star Coin guide for World 4-Airship in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. We will also run you through the Bowser Jr boss battle.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is right away. Just wait for the flame to point up, jump over it and get the coin. Easy.

**Star Coin #2** - Just past the Midway Flag is a pipe that is covered by boxes. Simply ground pound the boxes to break your way to the pipe. Keep jumping to move the sliders to the right. If you have problems getting the coin simply jump from the right platform as the slider moves it way back to the left. Then keep jumping to get the slider back to the right.

**Star Coin #3** - You’ll come to the final Star Coin along with a ton of Bo-ombs. Use one of the Bo-ombs to blow apart the box to get in to get the Star Coin.

**Boss: Bowser Jr.** - Pretty easy battle. Use the propeller block to get above Jr and then come crashing down on his head. 3 times as always.
Star Coins: World 5-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - All the Star Coins in this level are hidden inside the 3 giant turtle shells. The first you need to ground pound the indentation to the left of the turtle shell to get into the shell and get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin is in the second turtle shell. You need to come at it from the water.

**Star Coin #3** - The final Star Coin is in the turtle shell at the end of the level. Use the vine and the flying koopa to get inside. This will also get to a better exit pipe for your jump to the end flag.
Star Coins: World 5-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level introduces the caterpillars.

**Star Coin #1** - Grab the first POW block and carry it to the right just a bit to the area with the pipe going down to continue the level. Throw it right there and the Star Coin will drop from above.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin is right after you get down from the first Star Coin. The purple stuff will kill you so be careful. Jump on the giant caterpillars back then jump up through the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - You’ll come to a section with 3 coins heading up with 3 bats right there also. Use the giant caterpillars to get up to this stone area and head right to a secret area to get the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 5-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level introduces the weird tennis ball headed vine creatures. You can kill them by hitting their head from above. If you hit them in the head from below it will force them to move.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is out in the open. You can use one of the tennis ball head creatures to get a little extra boost to get up and get the Star Coin.

**Secret Area** - Right after the Midway Flag is a tennis ball guy over a pipe. Getting in this pipe flings you to the top platform with another pipe hanging down. Get into this pipe to get a Red Hoop. The last few red coins are hidden in the clouds.

**Star Coin #2** - You’ll come down from the previous secret area to see a coin to your left protected by some bricks. Head left to get a Koopa. Grab his shell to break the blocks and then slide in to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - The third coin is at the bottom of the screen below 2 sliding blocks. Just stand on them long enough for them to slide you down to the Star Coin and then jump out before dying to the purple sludge.
Star Coins: World 5-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This will also show you our strategy for Iggy.

**Star Coin #1** - First Star Coin is out in the open as you jump your way to the top. Just wait for the spikes to head back right to grab it so you don’t die to the spikes.

**Star Coin #2** - After the Midway Flag you will pass a Red Hoop. At the top of this section the Star Coin is to the left where the section goes to 3 same sized blue platforms. Wait for the spikes to head all the way left and then quickly jump up the left side to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - You’ll see the final Star Coin at the very top by the boss door. You need to be Mushroom Mario to break the blocks but luckily there is a hidden powerup on the far left side. Then work your way back and forth to break the blocks. Then wall jump in to get the Star Coin.

**Boss: Iggy Koopa** - Iggy’s boss area has 3 rising and lowering platforms. His magic is straight forward and Iggy will hop around but not very high. Stay to the high platforms and this battle will be EASY.
Star Coins: World 5-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level introduces the rafts. These stop moving once a certain number of enemies are on them. Just clear enemies to get it going again.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is high at the top of the screen. Just use the many enemies that are falling down on top of you to get a jump boost up to get it.

**Star Coin #2** - You’ll come to a POW Block which will also be when a Piranha Plant falls onto the raft. Keep the POW until the raft is under the 2 coins high up just to the right. Then the Star Coin will drop from here.

**Star Coin #3** - At the end pipe grab a Bo-omb and throw it to the right to blow the blocks away so that you can drop down and get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 5-Ghost

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-Ghost in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. The secret exit leads you to a Warp Cannon to World 8.

**Star Coin #1** - Jump over the first gap to a door. Pass all the doors in this next area and jump to the first ledge on the right to get to a hidden Star Coin. Then leave through the top right door just above the Star Coin entrance.

**Star Coin #2** - Drop down the first two areas and head left to the second door. The Star Coin is at the end of this area right after the door.

**Star Coin #3** - Drop down, jump over, then head up the stairs. Drop down and take the door on the right. The Star Coin is in the middle of the second circle of ghosts.

**Secret Exit** - Drop down, jump over, then head up the stairs. Jump over the next gap and drop down twice. Head left through the wall to get to a secret door. Take this for the Warp Cannon exit.
Star Coins: World 5-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This is an air world with Stingrays you use keep moving through the level.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is high on the level and out in the open. Get to the high platforms and wait for a stingray to be below you then jump through the Star Coin to the safety of the stingray below.

**Star Coin #2** - After the Midway Flag will be some bricks and then a 4 set of coins. The Star Coin is hidden in the cloud to the right of this 4 set of coins.

**Star Coin #3** - Right after #2 a stingray will fly from right to left with a POW block on its back. You need to grab this POW block and hold on to it. While on the back of a stingray you with come to a set of coins set up into 2 arrows pointing down. Throw the POW block when you are in the middle of this arrow to get the Star Coin to fall on your stingray.
Star Coins: World 5-Castle

This is our Star Coin guide for World 5-Castle in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This will have our strategy for Iggy also.

**Star Coin #1** - Right after the sets of large rotating circle steel grids you’ll come to Star Coin #1. Make sure you get the Propeller Suit from the ?-block to the left and then just jump down and spin up to get out. You can also slide down and wall jump through the coin and up and out if need be.

**Star Coin #2** - Right after that the next large steel circle you can go up the left side into the ceiling for a door. Watch the jumping fireballs and grab the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - The last Star Coin is above a series of rising and lowering grids. Just hop off a grid at the highest point to get the Star Coin.

**Boss: Iggy Koopa** - Now Iggy has a giant chain chomp. Just watch which way the chain chomp is going to go and just run around behind to hit Iggy. 3 and out.
Star Coins: World 6-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - From the first group of bullet bills you will come to an always rising platforms. Take this to the top and jump over to the second set which is always dropping. Watch for the spitting guy and then jump off his head to get the height to grab the first Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Second Coin is out in the open between two more sets of ever rising and ever dropping platforms.

**Secret Area** - From the ever rising platform jump off the left to the stone platform and then to the next platform with the pipe. This area has a P switch and a series of small ice cubes. Grab one cube before hitting the P switch for added time and then you want to throw the cubes through the blue cubes.

**Star Coin #3** - This last one can be tricky. You’ll come to a random powerup block with a high bullet bill to the left. You need to bring these high bullet all the way to the right past the spitting guys. Then you need to jump to the next stone platform and use the bullets to get to the top left. You’ll still probably need to do some wall jumps once up there to get to the Star Coin. If you miss it you can go back and bring back more bullets.
Star Coins: World 6-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 6-2 is an underground level with the spiked guys on the ceiling that will drop down and spin around trying to kill you.

**Star Coin #1** - After the giant wheel with the giant Piranha Plant you'll just see the Star Coin protected by some bricks. Hit the spikey guy on the right and bring the shell back over here to use it to crush the bricks. Then slide under and get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Second Star Coin is above a Piranha Plant. Head to the right and bring back the 2 bats. Jump as they come down to keep them on a nice high flight path. Then jump off the pipe on the bats to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - You will come to a large wheel that has a ton of coins on it going around the path. There is a ?-block in the middle. Wait the long time for the wheel to rotate and eventually a pipe with come. Hit the P switch and then jump up and get the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 6-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is above the 3rd Giant Piranha Plant. Use Fire to just kill the plant and use it’s pot to wall jump to one side to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin is right to the right in the bottom section with a giant Piranha Plant. Head in there, kill the Piranha and then use it’s pot to get up to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - You come up to a section with a Piranha in the ground, then one of the ceiling, then another on the ground. Wall jump up the left side to get to a powerup. Kill the ceiling Piranha Plant and then bust your way through the bricks to the middle section. Then wall jump up there to get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 6-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level has the groundhog’s exploding out of the walls.

**Star Coin #1** - First one is high in the start of the level. You can Yoshi flutter jump off the 2 ?-bricks to get up to it.

**Star Coin #2** - At the Midway Flag leave Yoshi and jump down into the abyss to the right. At the bottom of your jump Propeller spin back up to get to a pipe on the bottom right. Then just Propeller up to the POW block and throw that to get the Star Coin and some more coins.

**Star Coin #3** - When you get to the underground area you jump on one of the pully platforms. Above the right side one is a clear indentation that shows a secret hidden area. And the third Star Coin is in here.
Star Coins: World 6-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This Tower contains Morton Koopa Jr.

**Star Coin #1** - As you work your way up you’ll come to climb up the right side. There will be 2 obvious indentations on the left side. The lower one has some coins but the top one has a Star Coin. This one is directly across the skeleton koopa.

**Star Coin #2** - This one is above the middle at the Midway Flag. Just wall jump up to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - After you go up the final section of floating platforms the Star Coin is on the right. Just wall jump to the Star Coin.

**Boss: Morton Koopa Jr.** - Morton has two spikes that fall to both sides. Just make sure you don’t get crushed but they also keep Morton in a small area so it’s easier to hit him. Watch him on the jumps as his ground pound will stun you.
Star Coins: World 6-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level has the crazy the jumping fish that I hate so so much.

**Star Coin #1** - The first one is lower in an open area. Wait for the water to rise to make it easier to get and Fire the fish to make it even easier.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin is also out in the open is a low area. Again, kill the fish, and use the water to get the Star Coin and get back up on dry land.

**Star Coin #3 / Secret Exit** - You’ll come to a Propeller Block and 4 giant ?-block floating the water. There is a hidden vine block in the exact middle of these 4 ?-blocks. Climb the vine. Use the Propeller Block to get the Star Coin. This is also the secret exit to go directly to the Castle.
Star Coins: World 6-6

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-6 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. First off grab all the Spring Blocks and the Propeller Blocks to make this level easier.

**Star Coin #1** - After you see the POW block keep heading to the right and the Star Coin is high to the immediate left of the pipe. You can jump here from the left platform or just hold on to the POW block and drop it under the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - After the second spring block you’ll see this Star Coin high on the ceiling. Use the spring block to jump up there.

**Star Coin #3** - As you see the Propeller Block the Star Coin is up to the right. Wait past the series of 4 bats and then spring block up to the left to get the Star Coin.

**Secret Exit** - Continue up the top area here to the right to get to the secret exit. Go past the first Fire Bro and use the Pipe to get to the Warp Cannon to World 8.
Star Coins: World 6-Castle

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-Castle in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. Also how to take out Morton Koopa Jr.

**Star Coin #1** - The final pendulum platform has a series of 3 sets of bricks. Jump across these to the top area and go right to get to the Star Coin. Freeze one of the koopas and throw it right through the koopas to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Jump from the ?-block to the Star Coin that is out in the open.

**Star Coin #3** - At the end of level wait for the platform to rise all the way up and jump to the Star Coin.

**Boss: Morton Koopa Jr** - Now when Morton ground pounds the left and right sections of the area will skyrocket to the ceiling and crush you. So just wait for them to drop and then jump on his head.
Star Coins: World 6-Airship

This is our Star Coin guide for World 6-Airship in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. We’ll also go over the strategy for Bowser Jr.

**Star Coin #1** - As you come to the first section of groundhogs that pop out of the ground there is a Star Coin that you need to ground pound the boxes to get to.

**Star Coin #2** - Ground pound the boxes to get to the next hidden pipe. Work your way over the barrels and grab the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - Final coin is covered by boxes also. Ground pound down being sure to miss the mecha koopa and get the Star Coin.

**Boss: Bowser Jr.** - There is a hidden powerup to the right of the final pipe. This battle is a little bit of a pain. You need to push Jr into the electric field. You can shake your remote to get a big push just be careful you don’t send yourself into the electricity.
Star Coins: World 7-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - Over a giant blue square is the first Star Coin just to the left of a red pipe. Jump off the blue square towards the red pipe the top corner and then wall jump to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - After the Midway Flag there are 2 red pipe flanking a lower yellow pipe. Drop down and into this yellow pipe. Grab the Propeller Suit from the ?-block and then grab the Star Coin just to the right of the pipe up out of this secret area.

**Star Coin #3** - The final Star Coin is high above a long yellow box. Just ride the green box to its highest point and jump at the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 7-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level has large weird water bubbles.

**Star Coin #1** - You'll come to a chain chomp to the left of a Star Coin that is enclosed in bricks. You need to hit his post down twice. Then get him to fling himself to the right, now ground pound the stake a final time sending the chomp through the bricks and allowing you to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Drop into the pipe after the bubbles in between the bullet bills. The pipe is just to the right of 2 ?-blocks and a brick. Just through the water bubbles to get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - As you come out of the pipe head left and the final Star Coin is between two chain chomps. Easy gettings.
Star Coins: World 7-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is on a path between two of the fuzzy guys. Just do a quick jump to get it.

**Star Coin #2** - When you get to the area with a lot of paths and a ton of platforms you need to get up to the upper left blue platform with the single flower. Jump to hit a hidden vine block here. In this hidden area hit the P switch and use the now formed brick platforms to get to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - The final Star Coin is on a path you have to take on a platform. Wait for the platform to get below the coin and then jump up through it.
Star Coins: World 7-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This includes our strategy for beating Ludwig Von Koopa.

**Star Coin #1** - The first coin is at the top of the first section in the upper right after the third section of giant Bullet Bills.

**Star Coin #2** - At the top don’t go through the pipe. End to the left and hit a hidden brick. Then use that to jump onto the ceiling above the level and head right. This will drop you into a Star Coin.

**Secret Exit** - Work your way up until you reach a portion on the right that has 2 bo-omb cannons. Right below this is a hidden area on the right. This takes you to 7-6 which then gets you into a back entrance to the Castle.

**Star Coin #3** - This Star Coin is behind some bricks on the left. Use a Bo-omb to blow the bricks to get to the Star Coin.

**Boss: Ludwig Von Koopa** - Has a very basic attack that consists of Mario seeking magic. Just keep away from the edges and hit him 3 times.
Star Coins: World 7-Ghost

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-Ghost in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This Ghost House includes a secret exit to 7-5

Star Coin #1 - Let the crazy punchy ghost beat his way into the blocks. You can stand at the edge of the top right at the start. Then jump down and get the Star Coin.

Secret Exit - After the sign with the upper left arrow you need to let the punchy ghost drop down and bust in to the left area to find a hidden door. This gets you to past 7-4 to 7-5.

Star Coin #2 - Work your way through the secret exit and when you get to the outside head back into the lower door. Hit the P switch to create a platform to get the Star Coin.

Star Coin #3 - Back on the main path. After dropping down the long coin and ghost filled shaft enter the upper right door. Make the Giant Ghost come towards you as he covers the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 7-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level contains platforms that you control the movement for. It’s simply a all the way left or all the way right situation.

Star Coin #1 - The first Star Coin is in the upper right of the end of the first section. Just jump up and grab it.

Star Coin #2 - The second Star Coin is between 3 paths. Stay on the second / middle platform and move all the way right. Then as you come back left jump straight up. When you land you’ll land on the bottom platform.

Star Coin #3 - You need to use the far right green pipe at the end of the level. Use the bullet bills to jump into this far right green pipe. Head left up the large number of bullet bills to get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 7-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level has crazy little clouds that spew out big puffs of smoke. Just jump on their heads to eliminate them.

**Star Coin #1** - First Star Coin is very quick and on a small grass platform at the bottom of the screen. Just eliminate the right cloud so you can see it.

**Star Coin #2** - You'll see the 2nd Star Coin over a series of coins. There is a P switch in the left brick. Hit it, then grab the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - At a series of 3 clouds there is an obvious indentation to the bottom right. Just head in there and the final Star Coin is in there.
Star Coins: World 7-6

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-6 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This is a weird level with little flying turtles going up and big fat turtles going down.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is just after the world gives out to open air. Ride a giant turtle down to it.

**Star Coin #2** - You’ll see a tall series of coins with a long line of small up turtles. Jump on the turtles and ride them up to the Star Coin above the small coins.

**Star Coin #3** - You will come to a large line of falling giant turtles. You’ll see the final Star Coin at the bottom of the level. Ride the second to last turtle down.
Star Coins: World 7-Castle

This is our Star Coin guide for World 7-Castle in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This will also give you hints on Ludwig Von Koopa.

Star Coin #1 - The first Star Coin is above some bricks over a giant skeleton koopa. Break the bricks and jump off the giant koopa to the Star Coin.

Star Coin #2 - In between 2 giant spikes is a pipe on the bottom hidden by the clouds. Jump from the right to get to the pipe. It’s right below the background stone arch. Fall straight down or you’ll be hit by 2 spikes. The Star Coin is in the upper right.

Star Coin #3 - The flag is hidden in the clouds above a ?-block. it’s just to the right of 3 small spikes where you have to crouch on the sign.

Boss: Ludwig Von Koopa - There is a hidden powerup to the far left of the door. Ludwig himself can be a beast because of these 3 rising and lowering platforms. Try to be on the high side when Ludwig jumps so by the time he comes down it will be on the low side. 3 times to win. Will be a lot easier with a Propeller Suit.
Star Coins: World 8-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is right up the upper right side of a swaying red platform. Just wait for the platform to get to the upper right and make the easy jump to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - Grab the POW block as you come to it. Head right to the 4 bricks sections side by side. Throw the POW and the Star Coin will drop to the right section.

**Star Coin #3** - At the end of the level you need to use the spring block to break into the brick area and get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 8-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level has a secret exit to 8-7 which is a short trip to the Airship.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is in the open after the 2 giant goombas. Just jump up and get it.

**Star Coin #2** - After the Red Hoop you will come to 2 pipes that goombas are coming out of. Run underneath to a hidden area with the 2nd Star Coin.

**Secret Exit** - After the Red Hoop and past the 2 pipes with a goombas you will see 2 red platforms. Head to the right of these and then back towards the stone to go down to the bottom red platform and continue left to the secret exit. This takes you to 8-7.

**Star Coin #3** - At the end of the level continue to a hidden area underneath the green pipe. There you will find the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 8-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is right at the first set of gyrating platforms. Just stand on the left side of the right platform to have it lower towards the Star Coin. Watch out for the waves of lava.

**Star Coin #2** - After the Midway Flag you’ll see the second Star Coin. Head at it from the right working with the lava flow.

**Star Coin #3** - The third coin is also near the lava flow. Wait for a wave to go by and make the quick jump to the Star Coin and then out to safety before the lava comes back.
Star Coins: World 8-Tower

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-Tower in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This also covers our strategy for beating Kamek.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is out in the open above a rotating flame. Just go with the flame counter clockwise rotation and grab the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - After the section where you need to stand in the coin areas to keep from getting crushed don’t go up the right side. Instead jump up under the Midway Flag to find a hidden door and a secret area that contains the second Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - Jump up from #2 and the slide right to the left for the final Star Coin.

**Boss: Kamek** - Kamek is in a large scrolling set of block. Just stick to the top and then drop down on Kamek when she pauses. She will use her magic to turn the blocks into goomba and koopas.
Star Coins: World 8-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This is a dark underwater world.

**Star Coin #1** - Hug the ceiling and jump up out of the water and head left to walk over the first Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin is surrounded by bricks. Hit the P switch which will open the Star Coin and also a ton of squids so drop fast and get the Star Coin and get out.

**Star Coin #3** - the last Star Coin is in a hidden area to the left right before you exit the level.
Star Coins: World 8-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level is on a rail platform that you control.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is right away and you can just jump up there and get it.

**Star Coin #2** - Right after the Midway Flag you will come to a Star Coin down by the lava. There is a single Bo-omb for you to throw at it. Hope you have a good aim. Otherwise come into the level with a Propeller Suit and drop down and spin up as soon as you touch it.

**Star Coin #3** - The final Star Coin is high up in the final area. Jump off one of the birds that are swooping around for the height needed to get it.
Star Coins: World 8-6

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-6 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This level has a rising lava pool to push you to finish the level fast or die from the never ending flow.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is on the far left. You’re given a spring block on a floating platform to get the height needed to get it. Watch out for the fire balls firing up from the lava below.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin is on the left higher up. Just Propeller your way up through the Star Coin and to the safety above.

**Star Coin #3** - The final Star Coin is on the left after you come up from the Red Hoop. Just use the large swinging pendulum to get up to it.
Star Coins: World 8-7

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-7 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This is an interesting roller coaster level.

**Star Coin #1** - This Star Coin is low in one of the dips into the lava. It's just after you jump over a double spout of lava. Just tap the jump to stay out of the lava and get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - An easy jump over 2 lava spouts nets you the second Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - This one is gotten from a small jump when you are one 2 competing roller coasters. Just hit the Star Coin and jump up to safety on the second coaster.
Star Coins: World 8-Airship

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-Airship in New Super Mario Brothers Wii and also cover this final battle with Bowser Jr.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is out in the open amidst a hail of cannon fire so be careful grabbing this Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - After the Midway Flag you’ll being spinning on a platform and see this Star Coin in with 2 mecha koopas. Be careful jumping up in, grab the Star Coin and then jump out to safety.

**Star Coin #3** - This one can be a beast. If you’ve managed to get through the whole level just spin the gear to lower the Star Coin and jump down and spin out. If you don’t have the Propeller, then grab the mecha koopa from the right, make the tough jump back to the left side. Re-hit down the mecha koopa and make the tough throw to get the Star Coin.

**Boss: Bowser Jr.** - Junior is alot easier this time. You need to ground pound the base to make the large bomb leap up and hit him. Keep to one side so the fire isn’t all over the place.
Super Coins: World 8-Bowser

This is our Star Coin guide for World 8-Bowser in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. This also cover the final battle with Bowser.

**Star Coin #1** - You will come to a series of drop platforms. These go down fairly slowly so when you see the one with the Star Coin underneath it just ride the platform down and jump off when you get the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - In the next section where you have to keep jumping from platform to platform the Star Coin is on the far right under a small tiny platform. Wait until you are well below it to go for it so you have multiple platforms to jump to after you get it to avoid the lava.

**Boss: Bowser** - If you have Fire it takes about 25 hits to put Bowser down. Otherwise you need to wait for him to do his super jump and then run underneath him.

**Star Coin #3** - The Star Coin is high in the second section. Stand on the ?-block to get Bowser to blow open the top area and its an easy grab.
Star Coins: World 9-1

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-1 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-1 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-1 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 1.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is to the right of a yellow block and 3 flying koopas. You can jump off the ground koopa at the left edge or any of the 3 flying koopas at mid height or higher.

**Star Coin #2** - The next one is over 3 rotating blocks. Jump off the flying koopas to get it.

**Star Coin #3** - You need to go down a green Piranha Plant pipe between a yellow and red block. The Star Coin is in the lower right. Leap from the red brick and hop off the flying koopa to get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 9-2

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-2 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-2 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-2 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 2.

Star Coin #1 - Watch out for the big fish then just use your weight to ride the platform down to the Star Coin.

Star Coin #2 - You need to ride the large platform to the green pipe and enter the pipe. The large fish can be brutal, just get in, get the Star Coin, and get out through the green pipe.

Star Coin #3 - The final Star Coin is protected by some bricks. So wait for the platform to form a solid barrier and then grab a flying koopa shell to break in there.
Star Coins: World 9-3

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-3 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-3 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-3 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 3.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is hidden in a pipe that is at the bottom of the screen hidden by clouds. There is a sign pointing to the right and some bullet bills on each side. After hitting the P switch quickly head far left and then across the bottom. Leap up quick to get into the Star Coin area before the coins change back to bricks.

**Star Coin #2** - Where you come up you need to jump off the bullet bills to get the to the pipe on the ceiling. Hit the P switch and run quickly across to get to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - Use the giant bullet bills to get a little extra boost to the final Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 9-4

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-4 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-4 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-4 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 4.

**Star Coin #1** - Use the POW block to eliminate all the Piranha Plants and then wall jump up to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin takes a good throw from a Bo-omb to get. Just jump on it and throw it to the left.

**Star Coin #3** - Right after that you will come to 2 pipes on top of each other. A red and a green. You need to freeze the Piranha Planet in the green so that you can run across it to get in the red. The final Star Coin is in there.
Star Coins: World 9-5

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-5 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-5 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-5 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 5.

**Star Coin #1** - Wait for a penguin to pass by and then quickly butt slide down the hill and jump up to the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #2** - The second Star Coin is in the upper left of the series of small solid ice block. You can wall jump off the small ice block to the right to get to it.

**Star Coin #3** - The final one requires Ice. Freeze the big fuzzy on the first track. Then freeze the small fuzzy on the second track. Jump off the second fuzzy to get the Star Coin.
Star Coins: World 9-6

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-6 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-6 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-6 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 6.

**Star Coin #1** - As you jump from the first two round pathed platforms the first Star Coin is hidden in the rock block. You’ll see the tell tale indentation on the bottom of the rock.

**Star Coin #2** - Either drop down and propeller up after getting the Star Coin or you can wall slide to a wall jump through the Star Coin.

**Star Coin #3** - Preferably just propeller drift down to the Star Coin. you can also use the small platform, just watch out for the lava spouts.
Star Coins: World 9-7

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-7 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-7 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-7 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 7. Cowards will tell you to do these 1 at a time but that’s for little babies.

Star Coin #1 - The first Star Coin requires a wall jump off the left green pipe to get. Don’t take too long on any of these because the ice will melt at the bottom revealing small chomps that will kill you.

Star Coin #2 - You’ll see the second Star Coin below some of the small ice blocks. Stand over the 2nd Piranha Plant so it doesn’t come up. Now wait for the 2 other Piranha Plants to melt the first section of ice over the Star Coin. Quickly drop down there and get out and move to the right after the 4 plants there fire their first set of Fire.

Star Coin #3 - Immediately head to the right FAST. get the first Fire Bro asap and then the second Fire Bro after he clears the top section of ice over the Star Coin. With both Fire Bros done, you need to wall slide, to wall jump through the Star Coin to get probably the hardest Star Coin in the game.
Star Coins: World 9-8

This is our Star Coin guide for World 9-8 in New Super Mario Brothers Wii. 9-8 is available after beating 8-Bowser and 9-8 is open if you got all the Star Coins in World 8.

**Star Coin #1** - The first Star Coin is high above the bouncy clouds. Use the Propeller Suit or Propeller Block to get it.

**Star Coin #2** - The next Star Coin is on a path behind a large fuzzy and 2 small fuzzies. Just grab it after they go by.

**Star Coin #3** - Wait on the top bricks for the 2 GIANT bullet bills to pass and blast the area apart so that you can get the final Star Coin in the game.

All Star Coins completed!